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About This Game

Three Dead Zed is an action/puzzle-platformer in which you take control of an experimental zombie that can transform into
three unique and distinct forms. With quick reflexes, a little problem solving, and some rescued kittens, players make a violent

exit that won't be forgotten by their captors. This is a zombie game that brings out your inner child, then chews on its brain.

Features

Lighthearted visuals and storyline infectiously brings a smile to your face

Gamepad and keyboard support with custom keyboard rebinding
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Challenge Stages will test your skills after completing the main game

Charming hand drawn characters, animations, and effects

Achievements and trading cards

Digital art book showing a sample of our creative process

Cats In tinfoil hats

Note: Linux version does not contain Steam achievements at this time.
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Title: Three Dead Zed
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Gentleman Squid Studio
Publisher:
Gentleman Squid Studio
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014
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Great mod for CoH, but when we can play with other factions then British and German Empire ?. After an accident, you wake
up in a town where zombies seemed to have taken over. Your goal? Find your husband and your daughter and escape Livingston
and its dark secrets!

I loved the first Small Town Terrors, that's why I didn't hesitate to buy this one. I was expecting a story about an experiment
gone wrong. Suddenly, I'm thrown into a story where you have NASA, aliens, zombies and an infected husband that managed to
create an escape road for his daughter and wife. Also, I was expecting the ending, so, I wasn't really surprised. Still, it's not clear
if it was aliens or an experiment having done that nightmare.

However, if the story is kinda weird, it doesn't meant that the gameplay is boring: you have puzzles, lists of items and even
medikits to find. Indeed, there is an health feature: some scenes or actions aren't possible unless you get the required health.
Doing some movements are making you loose some HP but you're forced to do them: you don't really manage the health. The
puzzles are interesting too.

But you get lost a lot. The map is just there to show you where you are, you can't travel and you can't even see where you need
to go. So, in another words, I've been feeling lost the majority of the time. I knew more or less what to do but I didn't always see
where to do it or couldn't confirm that my intuition was right.

The style is good as you're roaming into a lost town, with trucks blocking the way, without a soul apart a survivor that is
convinced about aliens, with zombies being around. Also, you get also into a secret lab (.... well yeah, everything is suggesting an
experiment gone wrong but given the ending, you may never know) and on your accident's site, with a car to repair. The
soundtrack is correct too.

However, this game disappointed me. I was expecting a good moment, like I had with Pilgrim's Hook - where I was less lost -
but given the fact that I've often used the hint button to understand what to do, for me, when I need to resort to this, it means
that the game fails to be clear.

In other words, Small Town Terrors isn't a total failure but it's not a complete success. There are better HO on Steam than this,
so, buy it only if you're used to the Hidden Object genre, otherwise, avoid it.. They are just comics, but I think they are worth
the download. They give insight to the story of Hotline Miami 2 and the characters in it. Pretty good, it's free too.. Bejeweled 2
is the second installment in the main trilogy of the games. The later spinoff titles do not count, such as Bejeweled Twist here on
Steam. In this installment, the sequel takes the foundation of the first game, and adds a bunch of new features and game modes
to the mix. For example, the original Bejeweled literally only made the jewels disappear when matched. However, this time
around, when you match 4 of the same jewel, it will morph into 1 shining jewel. And, when matched, will explode within its
area for bonus points. When you match 5 of the same jewel, the jewels will transform into a Hypercube, which will strike out
any jewel it comes in contact with on the board itself. In addition to the new gameplay features and changing atmospheres when
completing levels (another nice touch), PopCap also introduces 3 total new modes; Endless, Puzzle, and Zen. From the sheer
relaxation of endlessly playing through, the strategic thinking of the puzzles, and topping the whole game off with Zen,
Bejeweled 2 makes such a simple concept as a matching game work so well and deserving of sequels. I recommend you give all
3 games a try. You'll enjoy them!. I thoroughly enjoyed this game. It might not be for everybody but I recommend giving it a
shot. It reminds me a lot of the old-school PS1 dungeon crawlers.. fun game 7/10
fighting Lord Adaroth was disappointing. The core of this game is fantastic. I played over 8 hours straight through. What's here
already is fairly polished with only occasional minor bugs. It's a nice combo of action, ship building, research/tech progression,
and FTL-style exploration. It's all been done before, but how these aspects are combined, and the look and feel of the game
make it stand out from the many top-down spaceship games out there.

The combat feels great - you have to think how to exploit weaknesses of the stronger enemies. A few ships have very powerful
weapons, and you'll only survive (after upgrading your ship enough) by targeting these weapons first, otherwise you're toast. The
ability to target specific subsystems and weapons, and blow chunks off enemy vessels is great!

Graphics-wise, the game looks really good for a top-down shooter. Explosions are particularly cool. BUT there are no cutscenes
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or animated characters when interacting with others. DEVELOPERS: you mention wanting to add voice acting. Yes, please
do!!! If you can also add 3d characters a la Star Control: Origins or Rebel Galaxy, even better!!! This is the only part of the
game that feels low-budget. But this game has much better gameplay than Star Control: O, and that's the important part.

I LOVE that when you scan a planet and find an anomaly, you usually end up in a mini-choose-your-own-adventure episode.
Each little story is unique and interesting.

Basically all aspects of this game are great EXCEPT it needs more. I know it's early access so more is on the way, but there's
really only about 8 hours of content here. I'm hoping the full release has at least triple the content. They need more variety of
weapons than just missiles and plasma cannons, even though the tech tree allows for progression and some customization of
these systems. Also, PLEASE add a procedural sandbox mode. Story mode is great too, but without procedural star systems the
replayability is very limited. Devs mentioned maybe putting in procedural systems - yes please do!!!. I think this is the first
review I have posted on Steam but I thought I had no choice in this instance. Although the game seems nice the description is
blatant false advertising. It says the original comon route is included and considering the original game is marketed as an "alll
ages version" I falsely assumed that I didn't need to buy the original game to enjoy this one. After the 13th Chapter you get the
bait and switch that says the rest of the story needs to be purchased. It now seems they only way to experience the full game is to
buy the original game and start all over again. That is also assuming that the content is still the same since it is an "all ages
version". I cannot recomend this game until these issues are fixed. This should have been marketed as a DLC to the original
game in this format. In my opinion I have been ripped off thinking that I was getting a complete game when I only got a tease.

If you have played the first game then this may be a good purchase but I can't get past that I feel I was taken advantage of and
that I believe the developer has commited false advertising and should be made to take responsibility for the misleading
descriptiuons.. The DLC wont work for me :\/
. Neat story and well-done visuals. Would definitely recommend playing with the official patch!
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I actually got this game from those "get 10 random steam keys".
It was in 2017 and I tought: "Well another game I will never play".
But I was bored and so i downloaded it. Deleted it after 5 minutes.
Do not waste your money on this hot garbage
. 3次了（附加内容也是3次），所以到底是怎么才能完成这个成就？？？真心希望后续的游戏不要再有这个成就。。或者这个成就的判断能做好。. Honestly the game is subpar,
what occurs is that your units have ranges they can operate in, yet they have been given pre determined points of what you can
put your units. This means the orcs will be coming at your troops in mass and your idiots won't move to save their own lives,
such as an archer will literally be blasting one of your troops in the face, yet he will turn back and go to his dot because he is just
slightly out of range. So this is more of a tower defense kind of game yet...not really, you only get a few unit types to work with,
they are not imaginative, and only 2 ways to upgrade them, health and strength.

I would rate this as one of my least favorite games ever, oh and you can't really change any of the game settings and they were
so lazy that they don't even tell you what each magic spell does. You just get assigned 3 per map, getting the idea yet of
how♥♥♥♥♥♥poor this game is yet?

If you want a better game, I would suggest Kingdom Rush. I was pleased to see Big Fish Games releasing more casual adventure
games on Steam, though I'm a little disappointed to see that there is no achievement added. However, there are ingame
achievements. Anyway, Dark Parables is a huge series in the casual world, first by Blue Tea Games before being developed by
Eipix.

The series is a chronicle of investigations in the world of fairy tales: the fabled detective is sent to different kingdoms or fantasy
worlds in order to find what evil is wrecking havoc and how to appease it. This game concerns the tale of the Little Mermaid
and the Purple Tide (not really familiar with this one, as the only mermaid tales I know are the Disney movie, Lorelei and the
ancient Greek myth - as for the tale itself, I've vaguely heard of it in the Wolf Among Us).

There is a temple undersea that suddenly appeared and a monster is terrorizing everyone. However, arriving there, a mermaid
seems to want to help you while a cloaked figure (from a previous game if I've understood clearly as the detective was familiar
with the voice) is also waiting to enter the temple and to find a lost kingdom.

The story is full of twists and questions: the mermaid is helping you AND also trying to slow you down, the cloaked figure is a
suspect but his identity is quite shocking, the ghost you encounter is blaming himself but isn't opposed to your presence and the
mermaids, well, some of them are also tied to other investigations (which is not really a shock as the fabled detective is
acquainted with nearly everyone - however, as the game isn't the first in the series, it's making you wanting to play every Dark
Parables out there).

The gameplay is standard: find objects, use them, combine them, solve puzzles and clear hidden objects scenes. Everything is
quite easy, though you have sometimes an hard time to see some objects or to link them to an area of interest. Even these areas
can be hard to spot. On the other side, you have the hunt for Parables (to unlock the whole background on your case), for Moons
and even for cups of tea (a nod to Blue Tea Games I suppose). Achievements are also present ingame but they can be upgraded:
you have to find a cup of tea, then 3 then the whole pack. Even the fish mascot (Felix I think) from Big Fish Games is present.

I'm not going to tell you every bonus in this Collector's Edition but well, there is a bonus chapter on Bluebeard, wallpapers, etc...

I loved the graphics as the general ambiance of the game.

Anyway, this game is really a must-have, though I would prefer Artifex Mundi's work (developped by them like Enigmatis or
Nightmares from the Deep) but well, while I find the price tag a little high, Big Fish is now participating on sales, so, when you
see a discount, go for it.. Only about 3-4 hours worth of playtime and no real replay value. However, it is definitely worth the
$6. Add me and play for free. :). Maniac Mansion, the very first point and click adventure of all time by LucasArts before it was
even called LucasArts and the direct predecessor to Day of the Tentacle, is, just like the Monkey Island series, a timeless
adventure masterpiece. Maniac Mansion has a lot of replayability value to due the players ability to play the game with a
different character composition, changing quite a few of the puzzles and opening up other routes.

There has been a lot of butthurt about the fact that this is a ScummVM re-release and I personally don't really get what all the
fuss is about. It works fine and you can microwave the hamster. And that is all that should be cared about.
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Being a milestone of gaming and absolutely fairly priced, I have no idea how anyone in love with adventures would be incapable
of recommending this.. First Impressions:

+Solid AI
+Solid Stealth
+Good graphics\/music
+Some good weapons & takedowns
-Fairly Linear paths so far...

Im a fan of stealth so want to give it a try. So far its good, not great but will see as I play more with updates as its early. Seems
like a bit vintage Metal Gear style but cyber-punk, which is a great style that we need more or even any NES metal gear type
games... It's pretty fun, looks and sounds like an authentic 8-bit game but it's pretty damn easy. But for the price I'd still
recommend for any fans of the good ol' NES. this game is the reason my kids disowned me.
♥♥♥♥
YOu
MATT
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